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ABSTRACT 
In this present world there is lot of 
importance in transferring and securing the 
digital data. But there is problem in securing 
the data, to avoid that we are going to use a 
combined algorithm. In this paper, we 
discuss about a hybrid algorithm using 
Hummingbird algorithm[1]  this algorithm is 
implemented in vivado software, using 
verilog hardware description language. 
Hummingbird algorithm is a latest ultra-
lightweight cryptographic algorithm targeted 
for low cost smart devices. In this paper we 
are aiming to design an algorithm of low 
power and high speed, lightweight algorithm 
for securing data. 
Keywords: encryption, lightweight 
cryptograph 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Cryptography is a method of securing 
information and it is used for encrypting and 
decrypting the information. Encryption is 
converting plain text to cipher text, where the 
translation of cipher text to the plain text is 
known as decryption. Cryptography is divided 
into secret key cryptography and public key 
cryptography and hash functions. In secret key 
cryptography[2]  the same key will be used by 
the both sender and receiver for encryption and 
decryption. In public key cryptography the 
sender and receiver will be using dissimilar 
keys at both the sides Hummingbird algorithm 
is one of the recently proposed light weight 
cryptographic algorithms targeted for resource 
constrained devices like smart cards. The 
Hummingbird algorithm is the one of the 
recently presented ultra-light weight 
cryptographic algorithm.The size of the key and 
the internal state of Hummingbird provides 

adequate security level for many embedded 
applications.  
2. Overview of Hummingbird  
The design of hummingbird consists of 16-bit 
block size, 256-bit key size, and 80-bit internal 
state. The hummingbird algorithm[5] has good 
efficiency compared to all other algorithms and 
also it has smallest block size compared to all 
other algorithms. The the design of 
hummingbird algorithm includes initialization, 
encryption and decryption process. 
Hummingbird Algorithm is as follows. 
Input: A 16-bit data block m=(m0, m1 …… 
m15) and a 64-bit subkey k(i) such that 
k(i)=k1||k2||k3||k4 
Output: A 16-bit data block m`=(m`0, m`1 …… 
m`15) 
1. for j=1 to 4 do 
2. m<- m ⊕ kj 
3. A=m0||m1||m2||m3, B=m4||m5||m6||m7,  
C=m8||m9||m10||m11 and 
D=m12||m13||m14||m15 
4. m<- S1(A)||S2(B)||S3(C)||S4(D) 
5. m<- m ⊕ (m<<6) ⊕ (m<<10) 
6. end for 
7. m<- m ⊕ k1 ⊕ k3 
8. A=m0||m1||m2||m3, B=m4||m5||m6||m7,  
C=m8||m9||m10||m11 and 
D=m12||m13||m14||m15 
9. m<- S1(A)||S2(B)||S3(C)||S4(D) 
10. m`<- m ⊕ k2 ⊕ k4 
11. return m`=(m`0, m`1 …… m`15) 
3. Processing of the message  

The algorithm which is used for 
processing of the padded message is described 
next. First, the padded message needs to be 
divided into 512-bit blocks, denoted here as Mj 
where j ≥ 0 is the index of the block. The 
algorithm processes one Mj at once, starting 
from M0, until all Mj have been processed. Five 
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32-bit registers, A, B, C, D and E are defined. 
At the beginning of processing of each Mj their 
values are set as follows: A←H0, B←H1, etc. 
The algorithm consists of 80 steps. Let t denote 
the index of a step, i.e. 0 ≤t ≤ 79. First, a 32-bit 
message block Wt is derived for every step t 
from the 512-bit message block Mj using a 
message schedule. For t < 16, Wt is simply the 
tth 32-bit word of Mj. When t ≥ 16, Wt are 
derived recursively with the following 
formula:Wt = (Wt−3 ⊕Wt−8 ⊕Wt−14 
⊕Wt−16)<<<1 
4. Hummingbird  algorithm 
Network security[3] consists of the policies and 
practices adopted to prevent and monitor 
unauthorized access. Cryptography is a 
technique in which we can encrypt data into 
cipher text for its secure transmission. Light 
weight cryptography: is a cryptographic 
algorithm tailored for implementation in 
constrained environments. Public key 
Cryptography uses same key for both 
encryption and decryption of data. Secret Key 
cryptography uses two keys private and public 
for communication between the sender and the 
receiver. 

Hash function is a function which maps 
variable size data into fixed size data. 
Authentication is a form of encryption which 
simultaneously provides confidentiality, 
integrity. Network security involves the 
authorization of access to data in a network. 
Network security[6] covers a We are 
implementing a hybrid Cryptosystem with a 
new light weight Cryptographic Algorithm. 
Objective is to provide Authentication using 
Humming bird algorithm and hash will 
definitely lead to higher level of security. Hash 
functions have a significant role in 
cryptography. It maps messages of arbitrary 
length into a fixed length digest.  

They were used to check the integrity of 
message initially but now they are being used in 
each and every field of online World They are 
the building blocks of today's digital world. The 
online banking transactions would not be 
secured enough without hash functions. 
Humming bird can be implemented with very 
small hardware and suitable for providing 
security in low cost ubiquitous devices. 

The Encryption block uses the 
initialized status registers to encrypt the plain 
text into cipher text. Encryption undergoes the 

modulo 2^16 addition of register RS1 and plain 
text and undergoes through the block encryption 
using the secret key. This is repeated four times 
and the resulting cipher text is given to the 
decryption module making the encryption 
complete signal high. The decryption is just 
reverse of encryption. The input is cipher text 
and output is plain text Modulo 2^16 
subtraction is used in decryption. Thus when 
both decryption complete and encryption 
complete signals are high the output is given in 
one clock cycle. The registers are updated for 
the next process. 
 The working of hummingbird algorithm. The 
16-bit plaintext is given as the input along with 
the 256-bit key, which is segmented into four 
64-bit subkeys. There are three blocks which 
perform initialization, encryption and 
decryption. In the initialization process, the 
registers are updated for encryption. After each 
set of plaintext and cipher text . the internal 
status registers are updated by the 16-bit LFSR. 
The initialization block and the encryption 
block consist of the block substitution box or S-
Box and the linear permutation. The message is 
encrypted by the tag using the encryption 
process and the result as cipher text is sent to 
the reader. The reader decrypts the message 
using the same key 

This architecture works on the 
encryption only and decryption only processor. 
The initialization block consists of four status 
registers and a ready pin. A 5-bit counter is used 
to count the number of clock cycles. When the 
data ready pin goes high, the counter starts 
counting and the status registers are initialized 
with some random values. The registers are then 
updated by undergoing encryption round of 
block cipher in next 16 clock cycles. 

The Encryption block uses the 
initialized status registers to encrypt the plain 
text into cipher text. This is repeated four times 
and the resulting cipher text is given to the 
decryption module making the enc complete 
signal high. The decryption is just reverse of 
encryption. The input is cipher text and output 
is plain text. 

Plain text refers to any message that is 
not encrypted. The data from plain text will be 
imported and the imported data will be given as 
input to the Encryption algorithm Hummingbird 
and Hash function. The encrypted code contains 
Cipher and Hash code. 
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 The goal of encryption algorithm is to 
make it as difficult as possible to decrypt the 
generated cipher text without using the key. If a 
real good encryption algorithm is used, there is 
no technique better than methodology trying 
every possible keys, the longer the key, is more 
difficult to decrypt piece of cipher text without 
the key. 
5. SIMULATION & RESULT 

 
Fig 1: working of vivado 

 
Fig2 : inputs to Vivado  

 
Fig3: Efficiency of humming bird 

 

 
Fig4:Performance of Area in Hummingbird  
 
Performance of Efficiency in Hummingbird 
The results shows that the algorithm with 
Hashing can provide higher throughput and 
frequency than X.Fan and Bio Min by with the 
cost of  higher resources. The Hash module that 
used for key authentication and security will 
take total area of 3659.673666 with power 
184.637611  

The above table shows the comparison 
of the proposed secured hummingbird design 
with key authentication using hash function 
with the design without the hash module. The 
design shows that the algorithm having 
improved Security and throughput with cost of 
small increase in area. This design has less 
power Consumption than the previous design 
with anefficiency of 0.3533 
5. CONCLUSION 

The design of Hummingbird 
Cryptographic Algorithm is based on an well-
designed combination of a block cipher and 
stream cipher with 16 bit input size, 64-bit key 
size. Th key size of Hummingbird provides a 
security level which is suitable for resource 
constrained devices. The use of Hash algorithm  
SHA-1 make more secure. Various papers are 
discussed about hummingbird cryptographic 
algorithm on different platform like 
microcontroller based on ASIC, sparton-2 
FPGA, sparton-3 FPGA, etc. In all of these, 
there is an enhanced research on reducing area, 
power requirement, & increasing speed with 
aim of giving better security to resource 
constrained devices like sensor nodes .  
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